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As with all architecture for defense, once the effectiveness of the basic configuration was proven, the defense was formulated; only minor changes were thereafter made, either to improve efficiency or to adapt to a particular site. Circular or elliptical in plan, most Martello towers had diameters of thirty or more feet-in addition to being very strong, curved forms enclosed a large amount of area per length of perimeter. On an open platform at the top were mounted one or more smoothbore cannons, en barbette, usually on traversing carriages. The facilities necessary to support both the garrison and the battery were contained within, on several floors.
Simple in form, towers were designed effectively to resist assault. Built either of stone or brick, the walls were usually between six and fourteen feet thick, to provide a bombproof enclosure, and over twenty feet high, to resist escalade. Then, access to the interior was furnished only by a single door, located ten or more feet above the ground. Communication to this entrance was up a ladder or small wooden stair.
The victims of the Bay of Martella incident were natu- rally impressed with the inherent strength of the work which witnessed the defeat of their vessels. Subsequently, in 1796 Martello towers were adopted as basic adjuncts to the defenses of England, and were later erected in considerable numbers along the shores of Kent and Sussex,3 in response to a threat of aggression by Napoleon (Fig. 1) . Later, designs for them were imported into Canada by English military engineers who were occupied with the defense of a land boundary on the south and a sea frontier on the east. sides. As at Quebec, the heavy gun platforms were supported by circular vaults springing from a central column and the outer enclosing wall.
Acting
The towers were heavily armed. With the exception of Murney tower (Fig. 4) , which mounted only one thirtytwo pounder, all had platforms designed for a single twenty-four-pound and a pair of thirty-two-pound cannons, mounted on traversing rails. Within, thirty-twopound carronades were positioned to fire through embrasures, which could be closed with iron shutters. This artillery was manned by garrisons of twenty-four.
Although the towers could cooperate in an attack, each was a self-sufficient defensive work, modified in detail according to its site. The simplest, in design if not in construction, was Market Shoal tower, erected in the water on a platform of oak and rock, within a cofferdam (Fig. 5) (Fig. 7) .12 Engineers' drawings show it was a small symmetrical work, over forty feet in diameter.
Obviously because of the difficulty of turning vaults with compound curvature, the interior structure was wood rather than masonry, although in 1833 it was proposed that the work be changed to stone. Within a few decades, however, more extensive defenses were erected around the bay and the tower lost its importance. Moving down the coast to Tybee Island, Georgia, another masonry Martello tower with the usual stores, "secure quarters for the men, and a platform for cannon" was described by Benson J. (Fig. 8) counterscarp gallery. The Key West towers closely resembled the tours-modles which had been favored by Napoleon for coast batteries.18 In concept they were similar to Martellos, except they were square.19 Like the toursmodeles, the walls of the American works had thick masonry parapets, with machicolations on each side, to allow for the defense of the base of the walls. As with the circular or elliptical towers, the walls which were exposed to the cannons of enemy ships were thicker than those facing land approaches. These towers and those preceding them in both the United States and Canada became obsolete during the Civil War. Thick masonry walls, heavy as they were, could not withstand the impact of large missiles fired from accurate rifled cannons, which were well proven during the conflict. After the war, most American works fell into disrepair. However, in Canada most of the Martello towers have been preserved. 
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